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Using chip sample data nnd spatial structure parAmeters from a large mined-out section of a South 
African gold mine the advantages to be gained from a regular underground borehole driIling 
programme have OC'!:11 investigated for short- and medium- to long-term planning based on block 
valuations. The results have been compared with the current position. whkh relies invariably on 
lhe extrapolation of limited peripheral sampling data from raises, gullies or stope facc.(j. Some 
preliminary work bas also been done regarding the implications of such underground drill ing 0 11 

costs used [or the present pay limit calculations. 
The results of the study, though preliminary, show that the net advantage of advance regular 

underground drillin g could be substantial Ilnd that a more jntensive follow-up research is 
warranled. 

Introduction 
Mineral resource block valuation for short- and medium- to 
long-term production planning in most South African deep 
gold mincs relies basically on thc cxtrapolation of limited 
peripheral data into the intelior of each ore block. The data 
available are invariably from Ihe sampling of mises. gullies, 
and/or stope faces. Blocks on which se lecti ve mining 
decisions are based, Le. selective mining units (SMUs) are 
large due to mining restrictions imposed by the depth. The 
estimation of these large SMUs for mine planning and the 
actual selection of the units mincd in deep level mines are 
unreliable and smoothed due to the absence of data inside 
the blocks and the significanUy high estimation variance. 
These inefficient estim:'IIes could be an increasingly critical 
problem especially for deep level gold mines, and could 
result in increasing ly high er r isks of achieving the 
implementation of efficient and profitable mining 
operations. 

The wide limits of error with no boreholes as at present, 
demonstrate the reason why any planning to pinpoint 
payable reserve blocks based on extrapolation of the limited 
chip sample data is, and will be, inefficient. If, however. 
advanced drilling of additional underground boreholes 
within the block is implemented, with deflections if 
practical, the present wide confidence limits could improve 
s.ignificantly. For new deep level mines, or extensions of 
(Ipcrating mines, with even larger SMUs, any significanl 
improvement in Ihese confidence limits could reduce Ihe 
lis){ arising from the overall selective grade uncertainlY 10 
ao acceptable level. 

However, the advantages to be gained from the drilling 
have to be weighed against the additional costs and these, in 
tltlTt, will depend on the optimum grid 01' drilling indicated 
for each case. The net advantagc of advance underground 
driU ing could be very subslantial and Ihe need for an 

analysis of the feaSibility of doing such drilling for resource 
assessment and reliable mine planning seems obvious. Thc 
additional underground drillin g information coul d also 
assist in avoiding disruptions from the stopping and 
restatting of stope faces due to limited infOlmation. 

III the p,·e.~n t system wilhout systematic underground 
drilling, there is, ill facl. some sclectivi lY practice<! widlin 
me rc!lCfve blocks, lhe advancing stope faces within a block 
being resampled. e.g. after every 5 m advance; stoping is 
abandoned if ex:tl:apolation on the latest data over e.g. two 
to three sequentia l blast faces show likely unpay ore al1ead. 
However. if th~ balance of the block is still extensive the 
presence of some payable ore in the balance of the block 
further ahead cannot be ignored and could lead to Ihe 
substantial lock-up of potenri.:1 l ore. This position could 
change if some advance dril1ing is inLrOdueed. 

The above imp lications are important for deep leve l 
mining as practiced at present ill the South African gold 
industry, aL(jo Cor new deep level mines, and will become 
more import ani as mining proceed ,~ to greater depths. The 
paper in vestigates Ihe alternatives from a practical and 
financial point of view us ing typical data from a large 
mined-om area in an cxisting mine . as we ll as the 
preliminary implications of underg round drilli ng costs at 
depth. 

Database for the study 
Chip sample data from a la"ge mined-out sccLion of a 
Wi twa lersrand gold minc o n (he Carbon Leader Reef 
provided gold cmg/t values for a total of 18,205 individual 
sampling sections for the study. The samples are on a 2 to 5 
m grid. Thcse values provided the spatial structure and the 
follow-up 'actual' mean grades for respective blocks as 
well as for the whole study area. The st<l.tisLies of the 
'aclual' values and Ihe scmivariogram for lhe entire dala are 
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snown in Tables I and IT. 

Alternative scenarios 
Block valuations for medium- and long-term planning in 
most Witwateruand deep gold mines rely upon tne 
extrapolation of limited peripheral sampling in rai~es, 
gullies and/or stope faces. For the present scenario, 
selection is accepted to be on 50 x 50 m selective mining 
units (SMU's), with Oliginal block.~ developed on 200 x 200 
m blocks with raises in the centre and gullies at the bottom. 
Short-tcrm forward planning is then based on these SMU 
block valuations which are usually reflected as proved or at 
least probable reserves. Beyond these, the balance of the 
large 200 m x 200 m blocks are normally classified as 
indicated or infcn'ed resources and probable rcserves duc to 
the much larger limits of error applicable. For these 
valuations to be conditionally unbiased , significant 
smoothing is involved and post-processing is called for to 
realistically estimate the required tonnage gradc curves. 
These estimates will apply as and when more data become 
available following the advance of thc stoping faces. 
However, these post-processed tonnage grade estimates are 
alTcctcd significantly by the extent of the uncertainty of the 
200 x 200 m block estimates. To the extent that these 
relevant confidence limits can be reduced, the medium-to 
long-term planning will become more reliable and, in fact, 
show higher potcntial profits. 

The present two scenarios of rai~e or raise plus gulley, 
thus need to be comparcd with the additional three 
scenarios which will arise when considering the additional 
information from underground grid drilling, Le. boreholes 

Table I 

only, raise plus boreholes, and rai~e plus gulley plus 
boreholes. 

Based on the spatial structure parameters of the massive 
data in the study area, the effects of introducing a regular 
grid of underground boreholes have been analysed on a 
theoretical basis. At this stage, no deflections have been 
considered. To provide information on selective mining 
decisions, the indirect post-processing approach ha~ been 
applied to the parent 200 m x 200 m block cstimates to 
allow for a final selection on 50 m x 50 m SMU blocks 
(Assibey-Bonsu and Krige, 1999; Krige, 2003). As far as 
cost implications are concerned for the additional 
underground drilling, a preliminary analysis based on data 
available from the mine has been done. 

The estimates for dIe different scenarios were analysed 
statistically and comparcd with tile 'actual' values of the 
database with the main advantages measured relative to 
changes in error variances of these blocks based on the 
different data patterns as are swnmarlzed in Table 111. Also 
the corresponding dispersion variances, confidence limits 
aJld relative profits have been analysed in this regard. All 
re~ults rcflect grade estimates as percentages of the mcan 
grade, confidence limits as percentage deviations from the 
estimates, and relative profits a~ percentage of the 
theoretical maximum. 

Implications for planning 

Confidence limits for short-, medium· and long-tenn 
estimates 

Table 111 provides the position of valuations of 200 In x 

Statistics of data used for the study 

-;------;-- ~~~~~~-~~.--~

Mcan-cm.gft 

2914 

Variance (x 107) 

13.0 , 
.. -~.--.-

Table 11 
Semi-variogram parameters used for the study 

NwnbeI of samples 

18205 

Structure Silll'dative to total variance (%) Range (m) i Anisotropy 

.~ .. _ ~ ~~_ L ____ 2¥O _ ___ ~~.~~~~_-_l-Xl-. ~-_-_'_1~-_~ __ I_Y!_-_-_-_J~'jl ~ Nugget 44.4 
Spherical 29.0 
Spherical 14.0 
Sphcrical 12.6 
-'------, ~~----~~~-~-~~-~ 

Table m 
Showing error variance.~ and confidence limits for block estim:\te.~ for the fiye scenarios 

Data type a [Id ~cellario 

(I) 

mly (2) 
orehole~ (3) 
\lily (4) 

Rai~e only 
Borchole~ < 

Raise and b 

Raise and g 
Borehole. r, 'Iise and gully (5) 

~ 

., Based on Lognormal en-or mudel 
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t;:og en-or variance 

50 ill x 50 III Blocks 200 III x 200 m Blocks 

0.143 0.0343 
0.155 0.0236 
0.115 0.0224 
0.122 0.0142 
0.103 0.022 

--

I Lower and upper 90% confidence lilllits~ 
I 50 III X 50 ill Blocks 200 m x 200 m Blocks , 

·42.6% ! +51.1 % -22.5% +24.6% 
-44.1% +53.3% ·1 8.8% +20.3% 
· 38.8% +45.7% -18.4% +19.8% 
·39.9% +47.2% ·22.4% +24.6% 
·37.0% +43.3% I ·18_3fi% +19.8% 
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200 m blocks. wh ich will form the c ritical base for 
medium - to long-tenn planning estimates. The results for 
the fi ve dat;1 scenarios mentiuned previously as applied to 
this :.:i7.C uf block arc shown. For short-term planning 
estimntes lhe resu lts for the same scenarios arc based on 
50 m )< 50 tu SMU blocks and are also ShlJWll. The log elTor 
estimates for ord inary kriging were significantly higher 
than that for simple kriging in all cases with significant 
conditional biases and have therefore not been repOlted in 
tllis study. 

Slwrf.term planning 

From the confidence limils figures for (he raise only and 
rdise and gully, it is evident thut the uncertainty attacbetl lo 
thc 50 x 50 In SMU blocks is higher than when drilling 
boreholes are present. Thc Table shuws that in the two 
sccnarios where borcholes are introduced a.~ an additional 
source of data (Le. scenarios 3 and 5) lhc results are similar 
and are better than the two scenalios when we have raisc 
onl y, or raise and gull y (scenarios 1 and 4). Further 
implications are discussed later. 

M edium- omllong-term planning 
The results for the 200 m x 200 m blocb cover this position 
(l'able Ill). The results indicatc Ihat for medium- ami long
lem) planning, advance undergrowld drilling will provide a 
basis for planning significantly better than that based on 
rai se or raise/gully, and thi~ ca n be executed well in 
advance of developing the raises or gullies. This is evident 
from the significantly lower error variances and closer 
ellnfkh,mee limits for the largc block valuations. The study 
also showed significant improved block effieiencies for the 
underground borehole scenarios. 

Relative profits 

The ' re lati ve profi ls' c rite ria pro vides a pre limi nary 
indication of the likely financia l implica tions of the 
respe<..1ive data/drilling campaigns, where 

Relative Profit = %tons above Pay Limit)( (grade above Pay 
Limit- Pay Limit). 

It assumes that the Pay Limit reflects the level of actual 
costs and that the grad e above pay limit is directl y 
proportional lo rcvenuelton; and that the percentage 

tonnage above pay lim it mu ltiplied by the average grade 
less pay limit (i.e. relative prolit per Ion) reflects the total 
relative measure of lola l prolit to be gained. 

T uble IV shows Ihe results of re lati ve p rofi ts for the 
critical 200 m x 200 m parent hlock~ assuming the selection 
of blocks above the lower 90% limits of simple kriging 
es timate~. To cater for the ul1 celtuintie~ attaching to the 
grade estimates of the large blocks, it has been assumed iliat 
allowance would be made for the mining of some probable 
50 m x 50 m blocks in 200 m x 200 m large blocks, which 
are unpayable on their average estimates. This means that 
some large unpay blocks but with estimatc.~ above the lower 
90% confidence limils, will illso be selected. The result. .. 
show higher relative profi ls when boreholes are involved, 
but do no t cover the selec ti on of ore on the bas is of 
50mx50m SMU's, deall with in [he (Post processing ... ) 
paragraph below. 

Preliminary costs implications 
Table V provides res l1lt.~ of some prelim inary cost analyses 
done regarding the implication of undcrground drilling on 
costs used for the present pay limit calculation. It indicates 
the (.'(il)t/m2 entering into the pay limit calculation is like ly 
to be increased by about 0.3% fo r the 50 m x 50 m 
undergruund dri lling spacing and would therefore nOI be 
critica l. The additiona l cost of dri ll ing was therefore 
ignored for this investigation. On balance it is expected Ihm 
a )ll(Jre detailed analysis of cost/benefit implications wi ll 
show further advantages fnr advance underground drilling 
such as resulting from possible avoidance of developing 
raise~ in likely unpayable areas. Additional advantages 
would include better geological/structure modelling, better 
planning of raise spacing relative to geological facies and 
for individual faulted blocks; also more reliable ovcrall 
s trategic life of mine and finallcia l est ima tes and 
resource/reserve dassilicatiOIlS, These should also result in 
reducing the riskluncertainty inherent in planning. 

Post~processing and final mining selection of 
SO m x SO ID selective mining units 

Selective milling decisions (or 50 m x 50 m SMUs at the 
stage where more data will be available will provide 

Table IV 
Le,'ets ~nd cerlainty of Retative ProftlS based on different scena rlBi: 

lalative ~fit a~ a percentage Of lbeortl ical Il\lul!num" 

Pay Limit ~ a % of tile Mean 20 30 '0 50 60 1O iD 
- --

D~t~ type 
Only raise 71.9 67.9 62.3 55.0 44.0 26.3 2' 
Only borehoJes 

t 

76.S 73.1 fiR.7 62.4 :'I~,O 38.8 19.7 
Borchole, raigc.~ and gully 77.1 73.8 69.4 63.3 54.9 41.7 22.8 
- - --

- Incorporales 10,...,..90% limil~ of error fOf "CSj>Ccrive scenarios u.~ing 20U rn )( 200 m block e.sli ITllth,," 

Type of .Jata 

Inc luding C\\m:nt rai.~c3 and gullic. 

Tabte V 
Prelhninllry COIit implkations lIf sy~1l!malic undergrollud borehol!! drilling 

Typic~l cunenl co~t!ml fol' Pay 

Limit calculation (Index =0 1 DO) 

T<Jla1 cosvm2 including 
50 m" 50 m borehole drilling 

Per c~" t incrensc in cost/ml du.e 
to borehoJ~ drilling (%) 

100.3 
---'------

03 
_L-_ _ -----" 
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measured resource and proved reserves or at least some 
indicated resources and probable reserves. For this pmpose 
valuations will be based on the raise values or raise plus 
gully values or alternatively on these plus underground 
drilling in advance and inside the block. Figures I to 4 
show the post -processed grade-tonnage and relative profits 
results for 50 m x 50 m blocks based on the 200 m x 200 ill 
blocks estimates. The Figures show that fTom raise only to 
raise plus borcholes or raise and gully (scenarios 1, 3 and 
4), there is significant improvement; and that the best 
scenario is achieved when using all three (scenario 5). The 
Figures also show that the theoretical 'actual', based on the 
lognormal model agrees very well with the observed 
'actual' based on kriging all of the closely spaced 'actual' 
dam into 50 x 50 m SMU blocks. It should also be noted 
that the 'actual' position relates to the ideal position and is 
based on all available samples inside the block after mining, 
which is therefore a position, which is never available for 
selective mining decisions, but it is only known 
retrospectively and not in advance. The direct flnancial 
advantage of scenario 5 over scenario 4 as shown on Figure 
4 appears small but the additional cost of drilling is 
negligible. However, the SMU size used of 50 m x 50 m are 
on the small side for deep level mining and if larger size is 
considered the advantage will be more obvious as indicated 
in Tables III and IV. 

Conclusions 
The results of this research effOlt clearly indicate that there 
are advantages in implementing a regular underground 
drilling programme on a systematic grid. It must be seen as 
only the first stage of a more intensive effort to be executed 
as a follow-up; Le., they are initial conclusions whieh 
justify further, more detailed, intensive research into all the 
dctailed implications of such a programmc. 
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The following arc some of the advantages to be gained 
with the execution of a regular underground drilling 
campaign: 

• Improved etllciencies of selecLion for short-, medium
and long-term strategic planning 

• Flexibility and better definition in planning future 
financial patterns 

• Improved efficiencies and conditional unbiasedness in 
block valuation and better reconciliations 

• Better geological/structure modelling, better definition 
of multiple or thick reef profiles in hanginglfnotwalls, 
control of methane and water, and underground 
operational and environmental safety. 

Aspects to be further investigated include: 

• Effect of different spatial structures 
• Effect of varying the underground borehole grids 

spacing and introducing borehole deflections 
• Flexibility of ranking decisions on marginal areas 

where further information e.g., further drilling could 
lead to efficient selection of areas (e.g. the minimum 
30% pay criteria for selecting areas for mining as 
practiced on some gold mines) 

• Practical and realistic underground development ruLes 
and drilling campaigns/rates 

• Implications of applying simulations to underground 
drill data for more detailed uncertainty modelling. 
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